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Abstract: Assistive robots are developed for supporting
daily activities of elderly people to uplift the living stan-
dards. The assistive robots should be friendly, reliable,
active, and comprehensible in order to satisfy the needs
of elderly population. Human activities are frequently re-
lated to navigational tasks and human tend to use descrip-
tions which include natural language phrases and uncer-
tain terms such as “near”, “little”, “far”, “small”, “large”,
“close”to describe about spatial information. Therefore
assistive robots should be capable of analysing and un-
derstanding descriptions which contain natural language
phrases with uncertain terms and creating a concep-
tual map for effective navigation. This paper proposes a
method to understand spatial information in a descrip-
tion with uncertain terms and creates a conceptual map
in a robot memory which can be linked with spatial map
for purposeful, effective and human friendly navigation
task. Human studies have been carried out to study differ-
ent types of descriptions related to navigation tasks. The
Virtual Spatial Data Identifier (VSDI) and Uncertain Term
Identifier (UTI) modules have been introduced in order to
evaluate the spatial information in description to create
a virtual map. Results of the system have been compared
with the results of a human study in order to evaluate per-
formance of the proposed system.
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1 Introduction
The world’s growth rate of elderly population continues
in an unrivalled scenario [1]. The ageing population faces
physical, mental and intellectual impairments [2] and the
support of caregivers is an essential matter in uplifting the
living standard of the older people [3]. Furthermore, num-
ber of experienced human caretakers is far below the re-
quired number and the energy and time of the workforce
for elderly care can be directed to the development of a
country [4]. As a solution to the above-mentioned fact,
assistive robots and devices can be used as a substitu-
tion for the human caregivers [5]. Assistive robots can pro-
vide a support in typical daily activities of elderly people
such as support in finding items, navigational tasks, med-
ical schedules, avoidal social issues [6, 7]. In order to per-
form assistive service tasks, the assistive robots should be
capable of navigating effectively and purposively inside
the human populated environments [8, 9]. For effective
navigation, primitive low-level of motion predication abil-
ities such as collision avoidance are required. However,
solving of such primitive low-level navigation functional-
ities is no longer a focus problem in indoor robot navi-
gation area since the availability of large number of low-
level navigation controlling methods and software pack-
ages [10]. Nowadays, the main aim is to support for de-
veloping human-friendly navigationmechanism, inwhich
robots canunderstand the humanmotions and intentions,
and react as a companion of human [11]. Natural language
is a flexible, intuitive medium that can enable such in-
teractions, but language understanding requires robots to
learn representations of their environments that are com-
patiblewith the conceptualmodels usedbypeople [12–14].

Humans have the cognitive ability to create virtual
maps about the environment [15, 16] based on the in-
formation received through natural language instructions
without actually perceiving the environment. A situation
where a deliveryman, who is new to an office, is sent to de-
liver an item to a completely strange location by his/her
workmate (who is well aware of that location) can be con-
sidered as an example case for the explanation. In this
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kind of a situation, typically the workmate provides infor-
mative instructions regarding the arrangement of the lo-
cation where the item is needed to be kept. The informa-
tion conveyed through these instructions could be used
by the deliveryman to visualize the arrangement of the
environment, where the item is needed to be kept, with-
out actually perceiving it. This visualization in the mind
of the person will contribute towards the effective naviga-
tion since it will help him in various ways such as to find
an efficient path to go to the required location. Therefore,
ability of an assistive robot to visualize an unknown envi-
ronment without actually perceiving it will contribute to-
wards enhancing the navigation capabilities of the robot.
In order to possess such an ability, the robot should be ca-
pable of grasping the knowledge conveyed from the lan-
guage instructions of the user. However, comprehending
the knowledge transfer through the natural language dis-
cussion for creating a virtual map of a location is not
an easy task since the natural voice instructions related
to arrangements of environments often include uncertain
terms such as “far”,“near”and “few”. Hence, those uncer-
tainties must be correctly understood by the robot.

A method has been proposed in order to navigate
mobile service robots using verbal instructions with un-
certain terms such as “move near to the table” [17]. The
Proposed system understands the uncertain information
in user commands related to navigation such as “close”,
“near” and “far” based on the environment and the pre-
vious experience of the robot. A robot experience model
(REM) has been introduced. REM has the capability to un-
derstand the lexical representations in user commands
and to adapt the perception of the robot on the un-
certain information in heterogeneous domestic environ-
ments. The user commands are more similar to natural
language phrases so the system is not bounded by a strict
grammar model. This system does not use a representa-
tive map of an unknown environment though it uses pre-
vious experience of the robot which makes it difficult to
operate in an unknown environment by only using voice
instructions. The system has been tested on static envi-
ronments that are previously known by the robot. How-
ever, the system lacks the ability of creating a virtual map
about the environment based on descriptive instructions
of the user. A method to create a conceptual spatial rep-
resentation of indoor environments for mobile robots has
been introduced [18, 19]. The system is capable of link-
ing the knowledge acquired through conversations with
the maps created from a laser scanner and a vision sen-
sor. The problem of fusing information contained in natu-
ral languagedescriptionswith the robot’s onboard sensors
to construct spatial-semantic representationsuseful for in-

teracting with humans has been addressed in [14]. An ar-
chitecture for performing efficient symbolic goal-directed
exploration in previously unknown environments when
provided with structured language phrases about the en-
vironment has been proposed in [20]. The robot creates a
representativemap called abstractmap based on the topo-
logical structure and spatial layout of symbolically defined
locations by organizing symbolic language description of
the unseen environment. The abstractmap is useful to rea-
son about spaces beyond the robot’s known world. This
system also uses themetric guidance provided by a spatial
layout, and grounded observations of door labels for effi-
cient navigation. In this abstract map exploring floor plan
is efficient but it is lacking the capability of understand-
ing positions of object based on voice description with un-
certain informations. However, above proposed methods
are lacking ability of interpreting uncertain information in
language instructions related to the spatial descriptions.
Moreover, the proposed systems are not effectivewhen un-
certain information is included. As an example, the meth-
ods are not capable of effectively extracting the language
phrase such as, “table is far away from the refrigerator”.
Furthermore, the system is not capable of creating a map
of the environment solely from the information conveyed
from the descriptive instructions of the user without fus-
ing them with the sensory input of the robot used in order
to perceive the environment (such as laser scanner).

Therefore, this paper proposes a novel method that
can be utilized for a service robot to create virtual maps
about previously unknown environments based on the de-
scriptive language instructions with uncertain terms given
by the users. These virtual maps would eventually con-
tribute for efficient navigation of the robot. The overall
functionality of the proposed system is explained in Sec-
tion 2. The proposed concept to understand the descrip-
tion and uncertain information are explained in Section 3.
Experimental results are presented and discussed in Sec-
tion 4. Finally, the conclusion is presented in Section 5.

2 System overview
Overall functionality of the proposed system is shown in
Figure 1. This system can understand a description that
narrates an unknown environment for robot given by the
user and generate virtual maps using the data taken by
the analysis of the description. The description may in-
clude phrases with uncertain terms that describe the po-
sition of objects such as “There is a chair in the far left
corner of the room”. Voice description is converted into a
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text and sent to the Instruction Identifier for analysis by
voice recognition module. The Instruction Identifier un-
derstands the description and recognizes the sentences
with the aid of the language memory which includes most
commonly used linguistic data such as objects, uncertain
terms and articles. Initially, the description is tokenized
into sentences and then the extracted key information of
each sentence is sent to the Instruction Processor (IP) one
by one. For example, the above-mentioned example sen-
tence will be sent to the IP as “is + chair +far left corner +
room”.

The IP coordinates with three other modules namely,
Uncertain Term Identifier (UTI), Virtual Spatial Data Iden-
tifier (VSDI) and Virtual Map Creator (VMC) in order to re-
alize the creation of the virtualmap. The UTI interprets the
uncertain information in a sentence using data in the both
VSDI and the VMC. The information interpreted by UTI is
sent to the VMC. The VSDI processes the data gathered
from UTI and map creator to interpret the relative position
of an object. For every time a new object is encountered,
IP creates a new ID (unique number linked with objects)
in object memory so that every object can be uniquely ac-
cessible. Finally the IP amalgamates all the information re-
lated to the position of a previously unknown object and
generates the virtual position of the object.

ViSMaLk (Virtual and SpatialMaps Linking)module is
responsible for the linking of spatialmapwith virtualmap.
Spatialmap is created byMapData Processor (MDP) based
on the sensory inputs received through the laser scanner.
Process flow inside the MDP is shown in Figure 2.

3 Evaluation of description
As described in system overview Instruction identifier dis-
sembles the description into sentences and filter out non-
necessity terms. Then filtered sentences are analysed by
the IP. human studies have been carried out for sentence
categorisation and analysis of sentence structure.

3.1 Human study I

A human study was carried out with 25 participants. How-
ever, the participants were non-native English speakers.
The participants were in the ages of 20 to 25 and fluent
in English language. They have been asked to create a de-
scription for a given environment setup with 15 objects
such as television, table, chair and fan. The written de-
scription should be comprehensible. Furthermore, written
descriptions should provide a keen understanding about

the object setup for those who are unaware of the particu-
lar environment set up.

The results of the above experiment were analyzed
and the sentence patterns were identified. Through that a
model was created to extract the information from a de-
scription.

3.2 Description

A description is intermingled by sentences. As identified
by human study I typically the first sentence determines
about the focused environment. The rest of the sentences
is furnished with the objects placed in the room such as
tables, cupboards and chairs. In this scenario the supreme
objective is to predefine the location of the objects related
to the environment. As mentioned above the location is
elucidated through the aid of objects. Exact values cannot
be used in the initiation of virtual conceptual maps.
Furthermore the sentence patterns used in describing
the spatial locations are differentiated from the above.
Description can be represented as

Description = {s1, s2, s3, ....si, ...., sn}

si is the ith sentence of the description. All the algorithms
are developed based on following assumption which are
made based on human study I.
– s1 of the description describes the containing environ-

ment such as “This is a square shaped room”.
– si ( i ≠ 1 ) of the description is consisted with neces-

sary information which includes a reference point or
a reference object, uncertain terms which link the dis-
tance or direction relations are often used.

– One sentencehas only onenewobject. Butmore than 1
reference object may use to explain relative reference.

– Description only consists of previously known lexi-
cal symbol of (included in language memory or object
memory) uncertain terms and objects.

– Every new sentence introduces only one new object.
– When reference object of a sentence is a common

name such as chair, table, it is identified as immedi-
ate previous object.

3.3 Sentence patterns

Any description can be expressed as a collection of sen-
tences. As mentioned in the system overview description
it is filtered by the Instruction Identifier and send to the
IP. Those filtered sentences are configured under four cat-
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Figure 1: System overview.

Figure 2: Process flow of a spatial map.
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egories. After the evaluation of sentences IP identifies the
new object described in the sentence.

Description = {s1, s2, s3, ....si, ...., sn}

Therefore the si would be like
– Category 1 - This type of sentences is more often used

in describing an environment. As an example "there
is a chair in front of table". VSDI identifies “front + ta-
ble” as reference object (ref. obj.) and use UTI to inter-
pret "front". Newobject (new. obj.) is also identified by
IP.

Si category 1 = < new obj. >< ref . obj. >

– Category 2 - New objects are usually introduced rela-
tional to another object (ref. obj.) or position of envi-
ronment combined with uncertain term such as “left
corner”, “right corner”, “middle of left side”. IP iden-
tifies those references as reference position (ref. pos.).
Some sentences only have an uncertain term (e.g.
there is a chair in the centre). For those sentences IP
combines absolute position (room) as reference point
by default.

Si category 2 = < new obj. >< ref . pos. >]

– Category 3 - There are also two procedures to express
the same meaning as category 1 such as “near to the
table there is a chair”.

Si category 3 = < ref . obj. >< new obj. >

– Category 4 - This catogory is used to explain relation of
a new object to another two reference objects such as
“There is a chair middle of the table and cupboard”.

Si category 4 = < new obj. >< ref . obj. >< ref . obj. >

3.4 Uncertain terms

Uncertain terms are used in order to convey relative refer-
ence of objects with respect to the reference point or ab-
solute position. In this design uncertain terms such as far,
near, left, right, front, back and middle are used.
– Distance related

< UTDis >=< near | far | middle| >

– Direction related

< UTDir >=< le� | right | front| back >

– Reference point - Reference points are established in
advance in an environment in order to express the po-
sition of objects in accordance to the known area of
the environment. There are two reference points used
in this system. Room is considered as an absolute po-
sition and all the other reference points are clarified
based on the absolute position.

< ref . point >=< corner | centre >

– Reference position - Reference position is a position
which is expressed relative to a reference point. Usu-
ally first few sentenceshavehighprobability to use ref-
erence position to mention position of an object. Ref-
erence position is a location which conveys about the
reference point (eg; middle of the left side).

< ref . pos. >=< UT dis. or dir. >< ref . point >

– Reference object - Reference object is used when user
describes position of a new object relative to previ-
ously known object. As an example “There is a chair
near to the table”. In this sentence system identifies
that the new object is “chair”and position of the chair
is explained relative to the table. Here “table”is a pre-
viously known object. When previously known object
combines with a uncertain term it will be considered
as reference object (ref. obj.).

< ref . obj. >=< UT dis. or dir. >< identi�ed obj. >

3.5 Discussion - sentence patterns

1. These sentence patterns were derived from the human
study for the purpose of creating a uncomplicated de-
scription model. The overall experiment scope is very
broad. Therefore, the proposed model has no contri-
bution over natural Language processing.

2. Important concern was to input a description and
make it more manageable to the robot. Therefore the
sentencepatterns arenot boundedbya strict grammar
model.

3. A limited number of sentence patterns was selected.
Therefore every sentence that may be used by human
beings when they describe an environment, may not
be included in defined patterns.

4. Human study was done in a domestic environment
similar to Sri Lankan context created in a laboratory.
Therefore square shaped rooms are considered. Model
will be improved for other shapes in future works.
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3.6 New object identification

Typical sentence in a description consistedwithmore than
one object. Therefore it’s important to identify which one
is the new object before the analysis is done for the posi-
tion. As an example typical sentence look likes “there is a
table in front of chair”. There are two objects in this sen-
tence. Among those objects the position of at least one ob-
ject should be recognized. Since “chair” and “table” are
common object names it’s difficult to differentiate a new
object from a reference object. To do that Spatial Cate-
gory Interpretation algorithm has been developed. Exam-
ple output of IP to VSDI is shown in Table 1. In order to
identify the new object, IP searches entire sentence for un-
certain terms. When the IP identifies the next object af-
ter the uncertain term, that object is named as the refer-
ence object (ref. obj.) with collaboration of object mem-
ory and sent it to the VSDI to interpret spatial information.
Uncertain terms can represent directional uncertainty or
distance uncertainty. UTI recognizes the category of iden-
tified term and use suitable algorithm to interpret spatial
data.

3.7 Position identification

To identify the position of an object it is required to have
spatial information about object. Spatial Category Inter-
pretation algorithm has been developed to distinguish
spatial data from a filtered sentence. As an example if the
sentence is “There is a chair near to the table” instruction
identifier module filters non-necessary articles and sends
it to the instruction processing module and that sentence
should be “chair + near + table”. After that the instruc-
tion processing module understands new object which
is “chair” using object memory and Spatial Category In-
terpretation algorithm. Then the uncertain term identifier
identifies the interpretation of uncertain term and virtual
spatial data identifier generates virtual position of the new
object considering positions of the other identified objects
information collected from map creator. Finally the In-
struction Processing Module collects calculated data from
virtual spatial data identifier module and object memory
to update map creator.

3.8 Human study II

Another human study has been conducted in relation to
a human study to investigate the human behavior in the
procedure of virtual placement of objects according to the

Input: Filtered Si
Output: new_obj. , UTdis ,ref. obj.
while New sentence found do

Search for the uncertain terms;
if number of uncertain terms < 2 then

Search for reference point;
if Found then

if UTdis = centre then
Add absolute position next to
UTdis.

else
new_obj. = first object;
ref. point = ref. point from input Si;
return new_obj. ,UTdis,ref. point;

end
else

Search for position related uncertain
term;
if Found then

if UTdis =
middle and no. of obj. == 3 then
new_obj. = first obj. of input;
textbfreturn new_obj,UTdis,ref.
obj. 1,ref. obj. 2;

else
ref. obj. = index of obj. next to
UTdis;

end
if ref . obj. has common name
then
ref. obj.= previous obj. with
similar name;
new_obj. = remaining obj.;

else
go to next sentence

end
return new_obj,UTdis,ref. obj.;

else
Go to next term

end
end

else
new obj=first obj. of sentence;
ref obj=final obj. of sentence;
return new_obj. , UTdis ,ref. obj.;

end
end

Algorithm 1: Spatial category interpretation algorithm.
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Table 1: Example sentences and outputs.

Sentence Output

There is a chair near to the table

Ref. obj. = "table"
New obj. = "chair"
Uncertain term = "near"
Uncertainty = distance

There is a cupboard in the left corner

Ref. point ="corner"
New obj. = "cupboard"
Uncertain term = "left"
Uncertainty = direction

There is a chair in front of cupboard

Ref. obj. = "chair"
New obj. = "cupboard"
Uncertain term = "in front of"
Uncertainty = direction

uncertain terms such as near, middle and far. A sketch of
a picture as shown in Figure 3 was provided to 20 partic-
ipants and the participants were requested to sketch the
points according to the below mentioned sentences.
– “Place a chair near to the table”.
– “Place a chair middle of table and cupboard”.
– “Place a chair far from the table”.

According to the gathered data near, far and middle
ranges are defined on the virtual scale based on coeffi-
cients δ1 and δ2. δ1 represents X axis and δ2 represents
Y axis in virtual map. Virtual position of object can be rep-
resented using δ1 and δ2 as shown in equations (1) and (2).

D = {δ1, δ2} (1)

α and β are chosen as the 25th and 75th percentile of the
distance range formulated by analysing dimensions of po-
sitioning new object by the participants. The chosen val-
ues for α and β given in Table 2. Experiment results are
shown in Figure 4 as box-plots of better visualization of
the data set.

0 < δ1, δ2 < 1 (2)

Table 2: α and β values.

UT α β
near 0.14 0.25
middle 0.39 0.62
far 0.72 0.83

Figure 3: The map of the environment designed for human study
explained in Section 3.1.

Figure 4: Results of the human study explained in Section 3.1. used
to find values for α and β.

3.9 Evaluation of uncertainty of position

In order to virtually locate an object in a conceptual map
there are certain obstacles that have to be overcome before
the interpretation of spatial information in a sentence into
spatial data.
– When describing an environment, directions are de-

pending on point of view of the describer. In this sys-
tem VSDI considers all the directional information
which are defined along the point of view of the robot.

– Objects that have fixed orientation such as sink, TV,
cupboards have fixed front and back sides and objects
such as tables desks front and back sides are depend
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onuser point of view. Inheredirectionuncertain terms
are identified by VSDI using direction module imple-
mented with fuzzy direction inference system similar
to [21].

Distance Uncertainty interpretation Algorithm has been
developed to interpret spatial information in distance re-
lated uncertain term. VSDI recognizes the UTI and gen-
erates position for new object from the range calculated
by Distance Uncertainty interpretation Algorithm. Output
of the Distance Uncertainty interpretation Algorithm has
randomvalues based on the uncertain information. There-
fore, output for the same uncertain term may different for
different executions of the algorithm. Virtual Map Scaling
Algorithmhasbeendeveloped inorder to scale virtualmap
into actual map and "Virtual and Spatial Maps Linking Al-
gorithm" has been developed to establish links between
objects in actual map and virtual map.

3.9.1 Distance Uncertainty interpretation Algorithm

Result: X0,Y0
n = number of identi�ed objects;
v={Min,Max};
if n! = 0 then

if UI == ”middle” then
di={distance between ref . obj.} / 2

else
di={v{d1,d2,d3,........,dn}};

end
else

di={distance between ref . point and user}/2;
end
D1 = αdi;
D1 = αdi;
D2 = βdi;
X1 = xD1;
X2 = xD2;
Y1 = yD1;
Y1 = yD2;
X1 < X0 < X2 and Y1 < Y0 < Y2;

Algorithm 2: Distance uncertainty interpretation.

Result: Object Map
P - Pixels in binary image;
Avg_left_boundary;
_points=0;
for y in 0, bitmap_height -1 do

for condition do
if Pxy == Filled then

if _points == 0 then
_left_boundary = x;
_points = 1;

else
Avg_left_boundary
=(Avg_left_boundary× _points + x)
÷ (_points + 1);
_points = _points + 1;

end
else

skip;
end

end
end
Algorithm 3: Virtual map scaling algorithm.

Result: Object Map
C = Cn ϵ Centroids of the objects in actual map;
Q = Copy of C;
V = Vm ε Points of the scaled virtual map;
Min_Distance = Virtual_to_actual_tolerance;
Cn0 = empty;
for Vm in V do

for Cn in Q do
Diff = ((Qn .x − Vm .x)2 + (Qn .y − Vm .y)2)0.5;
if Diff < Min_Distance then

Link Vm to Cn0;
Remove Cn0 from Q // Remove the
linked one from the list;

else
Vm Link = empty // unable to find a
object in actual map;

end
end

end
Algorithm 4: Linking virtual and spatial maps.
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Figure 5: Explaining descriptions to the robot.

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Experimental setup

The proposed systemhas been implemented onMIRob [17]
platform. MIRob during experiments session is shown in
Figure 5. First the systemwas updatedwith objectmemory
and languagememory based on typical environment. Two
descriptions were made about same environment setup
from different order of explaining structure. Experiment
was carried out with 10 participants.

4.2 Experimental methodology

The descriptions given below were given to the partici-
pants and asked them to sketch plan of visualized map in
theirmind in a paper. It has beenmade sure that described
environment was not familiar with any participant. After
same descriptions were given to the robot and compared
the output data with result of the human study.
1 “This is a square shaped room. In the left corner there is

a table . There is a cupboard near to the table. In the
far right corner there is a sofa. There is a table fan in
the left side of the sofa. There is a photocopy machine
in the centre of the room. In the far left corner there is
a paper rack”.

2 “This is a square shaped room. In the far right corner
there is a table In the centre of the room there is a con-
ference table. There is a stool near to the table. There is
a chair near to the conference table. In the left corner
there is a filter. There is a shoe rack near to the filter”

4.3 Experimental results

4.3.1 Description 1

Description 1 was given to the system and output data was
gathered in several steps during the process such as af-
ter being processed by Instruction Identifier, VSDI and IP.
gathered data are shown in Tables 3 and 4.

Table 3 shows the sentences received by IP for fur-
ther processing. As shown here objects and other neces-
sary words should be included in object memory in order
to identified by IP. After this each sentence was sent to the
VSDI and UTI for position recognition. In Table 4 all the
data input into VSDI by IP and UTI are given. In system
implementation unique ID for each object is used.

In Table 7 all the final positioning data output by IP to
the VMC are shown.

Table 3: Output of instruction identifier.

i Filtered sentence
1 "left" + "corner" + "table"
2 "cupboard" + "near" + "table"
3 "far" + "right" + "corner" + "sofa"
4 "table fan" + "left" + "sofa"
5 "photocopy machine" + "centre"
6 "far" + " right" + " corner" + "paper rack"

Table 4: Input of VSDI.

i New object ID UIdis UTdir Ref. point or obj.
1 table 1 - left corner
2 cupboard 2 near - 1
3 sofa 3 far right corner
4 table fan 4 - left 3
5 photocopy machine 5 - - centre
6 paper rack 6 far right corner

Table 5: Output of IP for VMC.

ID Object Position
1 table 0.16, 0.16
2 cupboard 0.18, 0.34
3 sofa 0.83, 0.83
4 table fan 0.77, 0.83
5 photocopy machine 0.5, 0.5
6 paper rack 0.16, 0.83
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Table 6: Output of system and human study.

ID Object System output
1 table 0.16,0.16
2 cupboard 0.18,0.34
3 sofa 0.83,0.83
4 table fan 0.77,0.83
5 photocopy machine 0.5,0.5
6 paper rack 0.16,0.83

4.3.2 Comparison between the result of system and
human study - Description 1

In consideration to the collected data through the system
output and through the derivations of the human study
the arithmeticmean and the standard deviation of “x” and
“y” variables has been measured. The summarized values
are included in Table 7 relevant to Description 1. The vari-
ations of X and Y coordinates of each object are given in
Figures 6(a) and 6(b) as box plot for better visualization of
the data. Furthermore these data have been subjected to a
t-testwhich calculates the statistical significance related to
the average values obtained from the human study and the
system. Accordingly (p) value obtained through the t-test
results is more than 0.05 for X and Y coordinates of the all
the objects included in the description. Moreover, the dif-
ference between the human study and the output obtained
through the system is not statistically significant. Further-
more, the locations of objects obtained from the human
study and the robot are shown in Figure 7(a) and example
map drawn by participant are shown in Figure 7(b).

4.3.3 Description 2

Description 2 was also given to the system and output data
was gathered in several steps during the process such as
after being processed by Instruction Identifier, VSDI and
IP. Output data of Instruction Identifier and input data of
VSDI are shown in Tables 8 and 9. Procedure and contri-
bution sequence of the system units are same as above ex-
planation in Description 1.

Results calculated from human study and sketch
plans of visual maps created by participants are also
shown in Table 10. As mentioned before 10 participants
were participated in experiment. Data shown in Table 10

(a)

(b)

Figure 6: (a) Boxplot for X axis data - Description 1, (b) Boxplot for Y
axis data - Description 1.

are calculatedby takingpositiondata of sketches of 10par-
ticipants.

4.3.4 Comparison between the result of system and
human study - Description 2

In consideration to the collected data through the system
output and through the derivations of the human study the
arithmeticmean and the standard deviation of “x” and “y”
variables havebeenmeasured. The summarized values are
included in Table 10 relevant to Description 1. The vari-
ations of X and Y coordinates of each object are given in
Figures 9(a) and 9(b) as box plot for better visualization of
the data. Furthermore these data have been subjected to
a t test which calculates the statistical significance related
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Table 7: Output of system and human study - Description 1.

ID Object
System output Derived from human study

X Y X Y
mean S.D mean S.D mean S.D mean S.D

1 table 0.139 0.008 0.14 0.016 0.139 0.022 0.144 0.022
2 cupboard 0.142 0.018 0.323 0.022 0.322 0.0193 0.322 0.028
3 sofa 0.864 0.024 0.864 0.020 0.866 0.023 0.866 0.023
4 table fan 0.7 0.040 0.897 0.011 0.893 0.040 0.893 0.019
5 photocopy machine 0.488 1.110E-16 0.488 1.110E-16 0.49 0.008 0.49 0.008
6 paper rack 0.14 0.012 0.892 0.018 0.891 0.022 0.891 0.023

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: (a) The locations of objects obtained from the human study
and the robot - Description 1, (b) A map drawn by a participant for
Description 1.

Table 8: Output of instruction identifier - Description 2.

i Filtered sentence
1 "far"+"right "+"corner"+"table"
2 "centre"+"conference table"
3 "stool"+"near"+"table"
4 "chair"+"near"+conference table"
5 "left"+"corner"+"filter"
6 "shoe rack"+"near"+"filter"

Table 9: Input of VSDI - Description 2.

i New object ID UT UT Ref. point of obj.
1 table 1 far right corner
2 conference table 2 - - centre
3 stool 3 near - 1
4 chair 4 near - 2
5 filter 5 left corner
6 shoe rack 6 near - 5

to the average values obtained from the human study and
the system.Accordingly p value obtained through the t-test
results is more than 0.05 for X and Y coordinates of all the
objects included in the description. Moreover, the differ-
ence between the human study and the output obtained
through the system is not statistically significant. Further-
more the locations of objects obtained from the human
study and the robot are shown in Figure 10(a) and example
map drawn by participant are shown in Figure 10(b).

Spatial maps for Description 1 and Description 2 are
shown in Figures 8 and 11. Map preprocessing algorithms
and methods have been explained in [22].
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(a) Preprocessed Map (b) Converted Binary Map

(c) Room Boundary Establishment (d) Enhanced Map

(e) Inside Filled Map (f) Inverted Map

(g) Object Map (h) Object Map Shape Identified

Figure 8: Spatial map processing steps for Description 1.
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Table 10: Output of system and human study - Description 2.

ID Object
System output Derived from human study

X Y X Y
mean S.D mean S.D mean S.D mean S.D

1 table 0.86 0.022 0.867 0.014 0.864 0.023 0.864 0.023
2 conference table 0.487 0.004 0.487 0.004 0.488 0.008 0.488 0.008
3 stool 0.703 0.040 0.898 0.014 0.7 0.040 0.897 0.019
4 chair 0.469 0.062 0.509 0.041 0.468 0.069 0.51 0.055
5 filter 0.137 0.024 0.139 0.023 0.139 0.022 0.14 0.022
6 shoe rack 0.258 0.015 0.076 0.010 0.26 0.015 0.078 0.010

(a)

(b)

Figure 9: (a) Boxplot for X axis data - Description 2, (b) Boxplot for Y
axis data - Description 2.

(a)

(b)

Figure 10: (a) The locations of objects obtained from the human
study and the robot - Description 2, (b) A map drawn by a partici-
pant for Description 2.
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(a) Preprocessed Map (b) Converted Binary Map

(c) Room Boundary Establishment (d) Enhanced Map

(e) Inside Filled Map (f) Inverted Map

(g) Object Map (h) Object Map Shape Identified

Figure 11: Spatial map processing steps for Description 2.
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5 Conclusion
Amethod has been introduced to identify spatial informa-
tion of given description with uncertain terms. This makes
user to work with the robot in a more comfortable way. It
will be very useful in navigation task when robot doesn’t
process awareness of the environment. Natural voice in-
struction can be used tomake sure that robot can acknowl-
edge about object in a unknown environment.

Identification of natural language phrases has been
improved with Instruction Identifier and object memory.
IP with VSDI was introduced to understand the relation
between object references in virtual environment. UI has
been improved to identify uncertain information in de-
scription. Novel method to quantify uncertain distance
terms in virtual map has been developed.

The proposed system is capable of creating a virtual
map or imagine a representativemap of an unknown envi-
ronment before the robot actually perceive visual sensory
information from the environment.
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